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NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD FOR THE THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL
METRPOLITAN PLANNING FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION GRANT PROGRAM CALL FOR
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC) invites all community
members and stakeholders to review and submit comments on TRPC’s revised Metropolitan Planning
Federal Transportation Grant Program Call for Projects Process. In 2022, TRPC expects to program
approximately $9,302,000 in Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) and $2,078,000 in
Transportation Alternatives grant funding to eligible priority projects for Federal Fiscal Years 2025-2027.
On September 2, 2022, the Council is scheduled to take action to approve TRPC’s revised call for
projects process. TRPC is seeking comment on three components:
1. Project Priorities – The preferred eligible types of projects TRPC will prioritizing for grant awards
2. Regional Priority Selection Criteria - The policy basis for evaluating and ranking all projects on
their ability to advance regional transportation goals
3. Geographic Funding Cap – The policy strategy to award grant funding to multiple applicants over
the 2022, 2024, and 2026 grant award cycles.
Details of the process components can be viewed here: TRPC Revised Call for Projects Process.

The deadline for comments is Sunday, August 14, 2022 at 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time.
Be sure to include your name and address.
Comments should be emailed to Paul Brewster, Senior Planner, brewstp@trpc.org.
or mailed to:
Call for Projects Public Comments
Thurston Regional Planning Council
2411 Chandler Court SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Those who need special accommodation to participate in this process should call 360.956.7575 and ask
for the ADA Coordinator. Citizens with hearing impairment should call the state’s toll-free relay
service, 711, and ask the operator to dial 360.956.7575.
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A. Introduction
Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC) is a council of governments comprised of elected
representatives from the county, cities, tribes, transit authority, school districts, colleges, and a variety
of local special purpose governments in Thurston County, Washington. TRPC offers broad
representation on regional transportation planning policies, decision making, and investments in our
communities’ transportation infrastructure and services.
In TRPC’s role as the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and a state
designated Regional Transportation Planning Organization, the agency aims to make its regional
transportation planning activities as inclusive and forward thinking as possible.
TRPC issues a Metropolitan Planning Federal Transportation Grant Program Call for Projects (referred to
as Call for Projects here on) around every two years. A Call for Projects is an invitation to applicants to
submit competitive proposals for transportation grant funding. Eligible applicants include most of TRPC’s
member organizations. In 2022, TRPC will implement a new process to conduct its Call for Projects. This
document includes general information about this process, the proposed changes to the types of
priority projects TRPC will award, and how projects will be evaluated for selection.
For information on previous awarded projects, visit: https://www.trpc.org/879/Federal-Funding-Callfor-Projects.

Governing Authority
The Council is TRPC’s executive board and is responsible for approving all policy decisions, plans, and
strategic activities for the agency. The Council is scheduled to approve the new Call for Projects Process
during its regular business meeting on September 2, 2022.
The Transportation Policy Board (TPB) advises the Council on wide ranging transportation and land use
policies and issues. On July 13, the TPB approved a package of recommendations to the Council on the
components of TRPC’s Revised Call for Projects Process.
Prior to the Council approving the process, the public is invited to submit written comments addressing
the contents described in this document. The deadline for comments is Sunday, August 14, 2022, at 5:00
p.m. Pacific Time.
Proposed TRPC 2022 Call for Projects Schedule
DATES
August 1-14
September 2
September 14
September 5 to October 7
October 20
October 24-November 6
November 4
November 13
December 2

ACTIVITY
Revised Call for Projects Process Public Comment Period
TRPC Meeting – Process Approval
TPB Meeting – Status Update
Applications Accepted
Technical Advisory Committee Proposal Review
Public Comment on Proposals
TRPC Meeting – Projects Preview
TPB Meeting – Review and Funding Recommendation
TRPC Meeting – Funding Awards
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Call for Projects Process
TRPC receives an annual allocation of Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) transportation grant
funds through Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) to support the TRPC’s longrange metropolitan transportation priorities. The agency has authority to program these funds to
eligible priority transportation projects, services, and planning activities that serve local communities in
both the urban and rural areas of Thurston County. The administration of the Call for Projects Process is
a major part of TRPC’s continuous, coordinated, and comprehensive approach to regional transportation
planning.

Grant Programs
TRPC awards and schedules the programming of projects for three grant programs that are administered
by the FHWA: (1) Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) – the largest share of funding; (2) STBG Set
Aside, also known as Transportation Alternatives; and (3) Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
Improvement Program (CMAQ). TRPC does not anticipate programming additional CMAQ grant funds in
the next Call for Projects cycle. Federal funding can cover a maximum of 75 percent of a project’s total
cost. Applicants are required to satisfy the remaining 25 percent with non-federal revenues. Figure 1
lists a general range of eligible project types and activities that can be funded by STBG and
Transportation Alternatives grant programs 1.

Funding Levels
TRPC’s annual allocation of funding varies. The amount of funding TRPC programs in a Call for Project
cycle also varies depending on how many projects were award, programmed, and obligated in previous,
current, and future years. In general, TRPC awards and programs two to three years of scheduled
projects into the future. In 2022, TRPC expects to program approximately $9,302,000 in Surface
Transportation Block Grant (STBG) and $2,078,000 in Transportation Alternatives grant funding to
eligible priority projects for Federal Fiscal Years 2025-2027.

•

•
•
•
•

Figure 1: STBG and Transportation Alternative Grant Program Project Eligibility
STBG Eligible Project Activities
Construction, reconstruction,
• Highway and transit safety projects,
rehabilitation, resurfacing, restoration
hazard eliminations, railway/highway
preservation, or operational
grade crossings Capital and operating
improvements of highways, bridges, and
costs for traffic management systems
tunnels
• Planning programs
Capital costs for transit projects (vehicles
• Environmental mitigation
and facilities)
• Intelligent Transportation Systems
Carpool projects, electric and natural gas
vehicle infrastructure
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities, including
trails
Modification of sidewalks to comply with
Americans with Disabilities Act

1

Local agencies awarded federal funds must comply with federal contracting, materials, design and engineering standards,
policies, and documentation requirements. For more information about these requirements, view the WSDOT’s Local Agency
Guidelines.
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•
•
•
•
•

Transportation Alternatives Eligible Project Activities
Safe Routes to School programs/activities
• Historic preservation and rehabilitation of
historic transportation facilities
Planning and design for bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure
• Archaeological activities relating to
impacts from implementation of a
Construction of bicycle and pedestrian
transportation project eligible under Title
infrastructure
23
Inventory, control, or removal of outdoor
• Any environmental mitigation activity,
advertising
including pollution prevention and
Vegetation management practices in
pollution abatement activities
transportation rights-of-way to improve
roadway safety, prevent against invasive
species, and provide erosion control

Geographic Programming Requirements for Federal Funding
TRPC is required to program its annual allocation of federal funds to projects in prescribed levels by
geographic areas that are delineated by the United States Census. The areas are described below and
shown on Map 1.
1. Urban Medium – An area encompassing a population consisting of 50,000 to 200,000 people. It
includes most of the cities of Lacey, Olympia, and Tumwater and their unincorporated urban
growth areas.
2. Urban Small – An area encompassing populations consisting of 5,000 to 49,999 people and
includes the vicinities of the City of Yelm, Clear Lake, and portions of the Grand Mound and
Rochester communities in unincorporated Thurston County.
3. Rural – An area encompassing populations consisting of 4,999 or fewer people. It includes most
of the unincorporated areas of Thurston County plus portions of Yelm and all the municipal
boundaries of Bucoda, Rainier, Tenino, and the Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation
and the Nisqually Indian Reservation.
The distribution of awards to the geographic areas varies in each Call for Projects and varies by grant
program. Funding levels for Urban Medium, Urban Small, and Rural areas are determined by FHWA and
WSDOT and are assigned to the MPOs. A share of these funds is flexible and can be awarded to any of
the geographic areas. For 2022, TRPC is required to award projects by geographic area as shown below
in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Percent Distribution of Grant Funds TRPC must Award by Geographic Area in 2022
Transportation
Area
STBG
Alternatives
Urban Medium
69%
47%
Urban Small
8%
5%
Rural
8%
15%
Flexible
15%
33%
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Map 1: U.S. Census Geographies for Distributing Federal Funding in Thurston County, Washington.

Revision Process
In 2021, TRPC staff began a process with the Council, the TPB, the Technical Advisory Committee, and
other local agency staff to revise how it conducts its Call for Projects. The objectives of the revisions are
to:
1. Provide a more direct tie between project selection and the region’s performance goals and
targets.
2. Create a fair and competitive process with clear and transparent project eligibility and
evaluation criteria for applicants seeking grant funding.
3. Improve the region’s ability to meet its annual state-mandated obligation targets – the amount
of project funding the region’s projects are entered into contract with FHWA in a federal fiscal
year.
4. Improve the region’s opportunities to leverage additional federal funding should it become
available between grant funding cycles.
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Federal Guidelines TRPC Cannot Change
•
•

The required urban, rural, and flexible (either urban or rural) geographic funding allocations –
this is established by FHWA and WSDOT.
Project eligibility – this is established by FHWA.

Local Guidelines TRPC Didn’t Change
•
•
•
•

The frequency of the Call for Projects. TRPC plans to conduct a Call for Projects every two years.
The number of years included in a funding cycle. TRPC will continue to award and program
projects two to three years into the future in each Call for Projects.
The Council’s prerogative to identify and set funding set-asides at the beginning of each Call for
Projects.
The maintenance of a list of eligible contingency projects should the region receive redistributed
funding, and to maintain TRPC’s Obligation Authority Policy.

Community Engagement
Transportation Priorities Survey
In Summer and Fall 2021, staff conducted a countywide Community Transportation Priorities Survey to
identify project priorities, regional priorities, and issues around peoples’ access to transportation to
meet their daily needs. The survey included demographic questions so that respondents’ answers can be
correlated to various demographic characteristics. More intensive follow up activities were conducted to
reach audiences who do not traditionally participate in planning projects or surveys. TRPC also provided
a Spanish version of the survey. The publics’ priorities (Table 1) informed the process criteria for priority
transportation investments.
Table 1: Level of Community Support for Regional Priorities.

Respondents with
Barriers

Respondents with Job
Barriers

Efficient use of Federal
Funds

Use the money as efficiently as possible

98%

96%

97%

96%

96%

97%

Sustainable Thurston
Urban Corridors and
Centers

Help support vibrant urban centers
(downtowns), streets that link them, and
healthy neighborhoods

90%

87%

93%

92%

94%

89%

Greenhouse Gas
Emission Reduction

Help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
improve air quality

89%

87%

92%

93%

95%

88%

95%

93%

99%

98%

98%

96%

Equity Goal

Support the travel needs of younger and older
people and people of all ages who may have
low incomes, have trouble communicating, or
have other obstacles that make it hard to get
where they need to go

Values based on percent of respondents who
indicated an achievement is “Somewhat
Important” or “Very Important.”
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Respondents with a
Mobility Disability

Respondents with
Household Income <
$35,000

Community Support
Respondents of Color

Achievement
All Respondents

Regional Priorities

Revised Call for Projects - Public Comments
From August 1 to August 14, 2022, TRPC will convening a public comment period on the Project
Priorities, Regional Priorities Criteria, and the Funding Cap. All public feedback will be shared with the
Council.
Call for Projects Proposals- Public Comments
In late October to early November, TRPC will convene a public comment period for proposals submitted
to the 2022 Call for Projects (see proposed schedule on page 1). Stakeholders and community members
will be afforded a two-week opportunity to review the applicant’s proposals, their ranking, and submit
comments to TRPC for policy maker review. Comments will be reviewed by both the TPB and the Council
before official actions are taken.
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B. Components of TRPC’s Revised Call for Projects Process
Overview
TRPC’s revised Call for Projects Process includes three major components:
I.

Project Priorities – The priority types of eligible projects TRPC will emphasize in its selection
process.

II.

Regional Priorities Selection Criteria – TRPC’s point-based policy basis for evaluating and ranking
all projects on their ability to advance regional goals.

III.

Funding Set-Asides and Caps – A set aside is a strategy to solicit and fund specific types of
policy-based project priorities. A cap is a funding strategy to limit one or more successful grant
awardees from receiving most of the funding, and to leverage opportunities for other applicants
to receive a grant award over multiple calls for projects cycles.

I.

Project Priorities

Federal Highway Administration’s Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) program is flexible for a
wide range of transportation infrastructure, services, and planning project types. For 20 years, TRPC has
maintained three long-standing funding priorities to solicit the types of transportation investments that
are most critical to the region. These included: (1) Safety; (2) System Preservation; and (3) Multimodal
Efficiency. TRPC is redefining the list and added three additional Project Priorities. In addition, the revise
process now ties Project Priorities with the Region’s performance goals, local and/or regional priorities,
or plans.
At the beginning of each funding cycle, policy makers may identify specific focus areas and develop setasides for specific Project Priorities. In 2022, no set asides have yet been identified.

Proposed Project Priorities
1. Planning
a.

Projects that develop project lists, support regional coordination, or provide data to inform
planning.

2. Safety
a.
b.
c.

Projects that help reduce the number of fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads to zero
by 2030.
Projects that help reduce the number of non-motorist fatalities and serious injuries on all public
roads (e.g., bicyclists and pedestrians) to zero by 2030.
Projects that help reduce transit-related fatalities, serious injuries, and safety incidents.

3. Efficiency
a.
b.

Projects that support meeting adopted vehicle level of service standards.
Projects that help support Transportation Demand Management (TDM) goals and decrease
annual per capita vehicle miles traveled in the Thurston Region.
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4. Maintenance
a.

b.
c.
d.

Projects that support pavement “Best First” approach recognizing that regular maintenance is
much more cost effective than allowing a roadway to deteriorate and then rebuilding it. No
specific target set.
Projects that support Transit Asset Management targets.
Projects that keep bridges in a state of good repair. No specific target set.
Projects that keep other portions of the transportation system in a state of good repair. No
specific target set.

5. Resiliency
a.

Projects that protect the transportation system from natural and technological hazards and
disruptions.

6. Active Transportation
a.

Projects that support active transportation such as walking and bicycling.

Table 2 highlights project goals, types of projects, and project eligibility for each Project Priority area.
Note: Federal fund eligibility may change under the new Federal Infrastructure Package and will
supersede any local priorities.
Table 2: Project Priorities.
Priority and Project Goals

Types of Projects

Project Eligibility (either)
Local Plans

Regional Plans

Planning
Projects that develop project lists,
support regional coordination, or
provide data to inform planning.

• Planning projects
Household travel survey
• Transportation Data
Management project

• Center and corridor
planning projects that
integrate land use and
transportation
• Subarea planning
projects

• TRPC Uniform
Planning Work Program
(UPWP) Unfunded
project list

Projects that help reduce number of
fatalities and serious injuries on all
public roads to zero by 2030.

• Intersection or corridor
improvements for safety
reasons
• Speed management
• Sight distance, clear zone

• Consistent with local
safety plans
• Identified in local
Transportation
Improvement Plan (TIP)

No – local plans must
be developed for
Highway Improvement
Safety Program and are
sufficient

Projects that help reduce the number
of non-motorist fatalities and serious
injuries on all public roads (e.g.,
bicyclists and pedestrians) to zero by
2030.

• Sidewalk and trail
/crossing improvements for
safety reasons
(refuge islands, flashing
beacons, etc.)
Lighting
• Protected intersections for
bicyclists

• Consistent with local
safety plans
• Identified in local TIP

No – local plans must
be developed for
Highway Improvement
Safety Program and are
sufficient

Safety
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Priority and Project Goals
Projects that help reduce transitrelated fatalities, serious injuries, and
safety events.

Types of Projects

Project Eligibility (either)
Local Plans

Regional Plans

Bus stop enhancements

Consistent with Transit
safety plan

No – Transit agencies
are required to develop
a Public Transportation
Agency Transit Safety
Plan (PATSP)

• Intersection improvements
• Medians
• Turning lanes, center turn
lanes
• Queue jump lanes
• Transit bulb out
• Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) efficiency
projects such as signal
timing, transit signal
prioritization, and other
technologies

• Capital facility plans
(CFP)
• TIP
• Planning studies,
Corridor studies, subarea plans
• Rural mobility strategy
(once complete)

• Consistent with ITS
Architecture
• Smart Corridors

Commute trip reduction
(CTR) type programs

Jurisdictional CTR Plans

• Regional CTR Plans
• Human Services
Coordinated
Transportation Plan

Projects that support pavement
“Best First” approach” recognizing
that regular maintenance is much
more cost effective than allowing a
roadway to deteriorate and then
rebuilding it. No specific target set.

Pavement maintenance

Local pavement
schedules

No

Projects that support Transit Asset
Management targets.

• Transit vehicle
replacement
• Maintenance and
operations center

Consistent with IT’s
Asset Management Plan

No

Efficiency
Projects that support meeting
adopted vehicle level of service (LOS)
standards:
Two-hour p.m. peak Level of Service
(LOS) Standards:
• LOS E or better in urban centers
and corridors.
• LOS D or better elsewhere inside
city limits, urban growth boundaries,
and rural/urban transition areas.
• LOS C or better elsewhere in rural
areas.
In strategy corridors LOS may exceed
adopted standards.
Please note that the region has a
long- standing policy to not fund
general capacity projects, however
LOS can be used for intersection
improvements.

Note: More suited for
sub-area and corridor
studies as opposed to
Regional plans

Efficiency (cont.)
Projects that help support
Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) goals and
decrease annual per capita vehicle
miles traveled in the Thurston Region
to:
•
1990 levels by 2020
•
30 percent below 1990 by
2035
•
50 percent below 1990 by
2050
Maintenance
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Priority and Project Goals

Types of Projects

Project Eligibility (either)
Local Plans

Regional Plans

Projects that keep bridges in a state
of good repair. No specific target set.

Bridge replacement

Ratings/functionally
obsolete or
infrastructure failure

No

Projects that keep other portions of
the transportation system in a state
of good repair. No specific target set.

Storm pond replacement

Infrastructure failure

No

Sidewalk replacement

• Asset management
programs
• TIP
• Infrastructure failure

No

Signals and street lights

Asset management
programs

No

Projects on pre-planned
emergency detour routes to
help increase mobility

Projects located on
designated emergency
detour routes (will be
replaced later by a
project list developed
through the planning
study)

State Route and
Interstate Emergency
Incident Management
Detour Route
Improvements Study
(Unfunded) will help
develop a project list

Projects on routes that are
susceptible to natural
hazards to help increase
resiliency

Projects on routes that
are susceptible to
natural hazards
(frequent flooding,
landslides, etc.)

Transportation
Recovery Strategy
(Unfunded) will help
develop a project list

New street connections

Local CFPs and TIPs

Regional
Transportation Plan

Resiliency
Projects that promote system
resiliency.

Resiliency (cont.)

Alternative fuel type
projects
Electric vehicle charging
stations
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II.

Regional Priorities Project Evaluation Criteria

Overview
Each project must be evaluated on its ability to meet the region’s transportation goals. TRPC has
identified four Regional Priorities selection criteria that link to existing goals and policies. TRPC will use a
point-based process to rank all proposals on its ability to satisfy some level of each of the four Regional
Priorities. Up to 8 points may be awarded to a project, based on the four Regional Priority Goals.
Applying a Regional Priority ranking gives policy makers transparent criteria for project evaluation that
are applicable to all project types.
Regional Priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Efficient use of Federal Funds.
Sustainable Thurston Urban Centers and Corridors.
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Goal.
Equity

1. Efficient Use of Federal Funds
Background
The Surface Transportation Program (STP) (23 U.S.C. 133) is one of the main sources of flexible federal
funding available for transit or highway purposes. However federal funding comes with many specific
requirements that may increase the cost of the projects. For planning projects, the increase in
requirements is negligible; for construction projects it can be high. For this reason, many jurisdictions
will not request federal funding for transportation projects unless the project is large enough – and the
funding level sufficient for the scope of work to allow the project to absorb the increased administrative
costs in an efficient manner.
Efficient Use of Federal Funds Criteria Scoring
TRPC will evaluate the efficient use of federal funds based on the project type* and the total dollar cost.
Table 3 shows how the criteria and number of points will be applied.
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Table 3: Project Criteria Ranking for Efficient use of Federal Funds (values are in thousands of dollars).
Project/funding level is not
an efficient use of federal
funds

Acceptable use of federal
funds

Reasonable use of federal
funds

Best use of federal funds

-1 Point

0 Points

1 Point

2 Points

Any construction or
pavement maintenance (all
phases) total project cost
<250k

•Standalone sidewalk
construction (all phases)
total project cost >250k
•Standalone Crosswalk (all
phases) total project cost
<250k
•Electric vehicle charging
stations

•Pavement maintenance
(urban streets) >250k
•Trail construction (all
phases) total project cost
>250k
•Signal upgrades
•Fish passage barrier
removal (all phases) total
project cost >250k
•Stormwater improvements
>250k
•Crosswalk (bundled) (all
phases) total project cost
>250k

•Add funding to a project
with existing federal funds
(federalized project) any
funding level
•Street/road construction
(all phases) total project cost
>250k
•Roundabout or signal
construction (all phases)
total project cost >250k
•Pavement maintenance
(rural roads) >250k
•Transit building facility
construction (all phases)
total project cost >250k
•Transit bus stop/other
facility construction (all
phases) total project cost
>250k
•Vehicle replacements
•Transportation Demand
Management programs
•Planning/feasibility studies

* Other projects not listed in this table will be evaluated for at time of review

2. Sustainable Thurston Urban Centers/Corridors
Background
TRPC’s Creating Places -- Preserving Spaces: A Sustainable Development Plan for the Thurston Region
(2013), aims to integrate sustainability into all regional decision-making to achieve a healthy economy,
society, and environment. Known as Sustainable Thurston, the plan identifies multiple priority goals,
targets, and first action steps. The Council chose the Preferred Land Use Scenario as one of the regional
priorities to evaluate a proposed project’s performance in supporting vibrant centers and corridors in
TRPC’s Federal Call for Projects Process.
One of Sustainable Thurston’s priority goal is to create vibrant centers, corridors, and neighborhoods
while accommodating growth. Creating places will support equal access to quality education, services,
amenities, and infrastructure, as well as attract and retain employers and residents who desire an active
urban environment. The plan set the following target:
By 2035, 72 percent of all (new and existing) households in our cities, towns, and unincorporated
growth areas will be within a half-mile (comparable to a 12-minute walk for most people without
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a disability that limits walking) of an urban center, corridor, or neighborhood center with access
to goods and services to meet some of their daily needs.
•
•
•
•
•

Achieving this target is expected to support the following outcomes:
Greater Efficiency in the Delivery of Services and Provision of Infrastructure.
Greater Access to Jobs, Shopping, Food, and Services.
More Efficient Use of Resources.
Greater Protection of Environmental Quality.

Ranking
TRPC will use a two-factor approach, based on: (1) A project’s location within a Sustainable Thurston
Urban Corridor, Urban Center, or Neighborhood Center (see Map 2); and (2) Project type, as criteria for
prioritizing a projects ability to create vibrant urban centers.
Preferred Project Types that Support the Sustainable Thurston Priority Goal*
1. Neighborhood center, urban corridor, or urban center planning projects that integrate land use
and transportation, such as the Martin Way Corridor Study or the SR507 Main Street Study.
2. Safety Projects that reduce bicycle and pedestrian injuries and fatalities on arterials and
collectors on urban corridors or neighborhood centers. Projects could include speed
reduction/management, medians, and roundabouts.
3. Pedestrian street crossing improvements that provide direct and safe street crossings in
neighborhood centers and urban corridors. Projects could include pedestrian signals, flashing
beacons, refuge crossing islands, multi-use trail connections, bulbouts, and new or replacement
ramps.
4. Active transportation projects that support walking and biking in neighborhood centers and
urban corridors. Projects could include non-motorized bridges and tunnels, navigation or
wayfinding signage, multi-use paths, sidewalks, bike lanes, bike corridors, and other bicycle
infrastructure such as community bike repair stations. Projects may also include communityfocused active transportation safety education and encouragement programs. Projects may be
standalone or a component of a larger road improvement project.
5. Bus Stop Enhancements – projects that improve safety and both ADA and public accessibility to
transit stops on urban corridors and in neighborhood centers.
6. Transit route infrastructure improvements for existing or new routes on urban corridors that
support Bus Rapid Transit or other modes of high-capacity transportation.
7. Intelligent Transportation Systems and traffic signal operations – projects that improve the
operating efficiency of transit services, projects that improve traffic signal operating efficiency
for the movement of goods and services on urban corridors, and traffic signal efficiency that
better serves the needs for Americans Disability Act (ADA) accessibility or bicycle and pedestrian
intersection crossings where new demand is projected.
8. Maintenance projects that reduce life cycle costs and preserve existing infrastructure on urban
corridors and in neighborhood centers
Urban Centers/Corridors Criteria
Projects will be evaluated based on their location within the Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors,
Urban Centers, and Neighborhood Centers Map (see Map 2).The criteria is only applicable to projects
located in the U.S. Census Urban Medium Area; the criteria will not affect projects located in Urban
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Small or Rural Census Areas. For projects within the Urban Medium Area, but not located in an urban
center, urban corridor, or neighborhood center, points may be considered if the project location is
pending an urban center or neighborhood center zoning amendment, or if a rezone is identified in a
transportation plan or sub-area plan for a future zoning change that will coincide with the project’s
implementation date. Points will also be considered for proposals when the applicant provides a
narrative justification for neighborhood centers not on the map that have existing land uses and
businesses that support commercial activities consistent with the objectives of Sustainable Thurston.
Table 4 shows how proposals submitted to TRPC will be evaluated and ranked under the criteria.
Table 4: Project Criteria Ranking for Sustainable Thurston Land Use Goal.

Project does not support
Sustainable Thurston

Project does not directly
support Sustainable
Thurston, but improves
access to goods and services

Project supports
Sustainable Thurston within
a half mile of an urban
center, urban corridor, or
neighborhood center

Project supports
Sustainable Thurston within
a quarter mile of an urban
center or urban corridor

-1 Point

0 Points

1 Point

2 points

The majority of the project*
is within a half mile of an
urban center, urban
corridor, or neighborhood
center and is a preferred
project type.

The majority of the project*
is within a quarter mile of an
urban center or urban
corridor and is a preferred
project type.
.

The project proposal is not
included as an eligible
project type and the project
is located outside of an
urban center, urban
corridor, or neighborhood
center.

Project is within an urban
corridor, urban center, or
neighborhood center
(orange or yellow area on
the map) but is not a
preferred project type; or
the project is outside of an
urban center or urban
corridor but is a preferred
project type.

* Other projects not listed in this table will be evaluated at time of review
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Map 2: Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors, Urban Centers, and Neighborhood Centers (online map: https://arcg.is/WKTmm)

Note: projects located in Census Urban Small (dark green) or Rural areas (light green) are excluded from the Urban Centers/Corridors criteria.
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3. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction
Background
Transportation makes up an estimated 33 percent of GHG emissions in Thurston County. TRPC is committed to
reduce GHG emissions through its transportation investments. The Council adopted the following targets in
February 2021: achieve 45% reduction of 2015 levels by 2030 and achieve 85% reduction of 2015 levels by 2050.
To help achieve these targets, TRPC is incorporating GHG reduction potential into its MPO Call for Projects Process.

Types of Projects
Transportation emission reductions strategies typically fall into four different categories:
•
•
•
•

Cleaner Vehicles / Vehicle Improvement Strategies. Replace high emission generating vehicles
with cleaner vehicles.
Transportation Demand Management Strategies. Policies or programs that reduce the number
of vehicles on the road.
Transportation System Management Strategies. Increase the person-trip capacity of the existing
system.
Land Use Strategies. “Smart Growth” development practices.

Table 5 shows examples of emission reduction project types, including some that are commonly
awarded by TRPC.
Table 5: Examples of GHG Emissions Reduction Strategies.
Cleaner Vehicles / Vehicle
Improvement Strategies
Replace high emission
generating vehicles with
cleaner vehicles
Vehicle retrofits
Fleet upgrades
Feebates
Scrappage Programs
Tax Incentives for Cleaner
Vehicles
Heavy-Duty Vehicle Retrofits
Eco-Driving Education and
Training and Dynamic EcoDriving
Truck Stop Electrification
and Auxiliary Power Units
Anti-Idling Regulations and
Campaigns

Transportation Demand
Management & Active
Transportation Strategies

Transportation System
Management Strategies
Increase the person-trip
capacity of the existing
system

Reduce the number of
vehicles on the road
Outreach / education
Expanded transit routes or
schedules
Transit Incentives
Telework
Youth TDM Programs
Road Pricing (including
distance-based fees and
cordoning)
Car Sharing
Pay-as-You-Drive Insurance
Ridesharing and HOV Lanes
Bus Stop Improvements
Bicycle and Pedestrian
facilities

Traffic Signal Optimization
Ramp Metering
Incident Management
Speed Limit Reduction and
Enforcement
Roundabouts
Capacity expansion
Resurfacing Roads
Alternative Construction
Materials
Traffic Calming

Land Use Strategies*
“Smart Growth”
development practices
Zoning regulations, including
projects that support
increasing infill, mixed use,
and density
Parking policies, including
pricing
Studies to align land use and
transportation
Affordable housing on High
Density Corridors

Table 5 contents adapted from:
1. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 2012. Reference Sourcebook for Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
Transportation Sources [https://trid.trb.org/view/1285484 7/9/2021]
2. Victoria Transport Policy Institute (VTPI) 2017. Smart Transportation Emissions Reduction Strategies
[https://www.vtpi.org/ster.pdf 7/9/2021]
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Estimating Emissions Reductions
TRPC uses several resources to estimate emissions reductions for transportation projects, namely tools
from the Federal Highway Administration
(https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/air_quality/cmaq/toolkit/) and a Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality and Improvement Program reporting tool developed by Puget Sound Council. TRPC also uses
data from traffic counts or from the regional travel demand models. Most estimates rely on assumptions
such as:
•
•
•
•

Reduced vehicle miles traveled
Reduced intersection delay
Number of people targeted by outreach efforts
Number of people changing their travel behavior due to new infrastructure (e.g., bike lanes,
trails, vehicle charging stations, transit service)

Emissions from transportation projects, including GHG emissions, are difficult to quantify, especially
prior to project implementation. The best estimates account for emissions over the life cycle of the
project, including construction, manufacturing, implementation, and any side effects. However, many
resources for estimating emissions only consider a subset of these factors since their scope can be
difficult to trace and quantify. How effectively a project reduces GHG emissions will depend on:
•
•
•
•
•

Socioeconomic and behavioral factors, such as income, type of employment, and willingness to
change travel behavior.
Land use factors such as housing density, proximity to jobs and services, and alternative
modes/routes in the project vicinity.
Induced demand created by the project over the long term.
Whether the project stands alone or is paired with other strategies.
The ability to monitor and measure emissions reduction performance upon project or program
implementation.

Example Project
An unsignalized intersection is replaced by a roundabout. Bike lane and sidewalks are added. An accurate
estimate of the GHG emissions reduction will require the following information:
Reliable Data
• Traffic volumes.
• Delay, or level of service.
Less Reliable Data
• Emissions generated during project construction.
• Number of people who choose to walk or bike because of the new bike lanes and sidewalks.
• Number of people who choose to drive that route — who did not do so before — now that there is less
congestion (induced demand).
Other considerations
• If the roundabout is being constructed to address safety concerns or in an area with low traffic
volumes, there may be little or no benefit in terms of emissions reduction.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Criteria
TRPC will use a qualitative approach for evaluating GHG emissions reductions, based on the project type
and its benefits, as a criterion for project prioritization. Table 6 shows how proposals submitted to TRPC
will be evaluated and ranked under the criteria.
Table 6: Project Criteria Ranking for GHG Emissions Goal.
Project will increase GHG
emissions
-1 Point
• Street widening without
multimodal elements

•
•
•
•
•

Neutral
0 Points
Intersection
improvements at noncongested areas*
Pavement maintenance
Fish passage barrier
improvement
Studies/plans without
land use element
Vehicle replacement
without emissions
reduction

•
•
•
•

•

Project may have GHG
reduction benefits
1 Point
Bus stop improvements
serving a corridor with
>15-minute headways
Intersection
improvements in
congested areas*
Studies/plans with land
use element or with the
intent to reduce GHG
Building facility
construction that
supports Transit
operations and
maintenance; traffic
management; or other
efficient travel
New street connections
without multimodal
facilities

GHG reduction is one of the
primary intentions of
project
2 Points
• New Street connections
with multimodal
elements
• Bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure
• TDM projects (Walk and
Roll, CTR)
• Vehicle replacement or
retrofit resulting in lower
emissions
• Electric vehicle charging
station
• Vanpool/carpool
investments
• Bus stop improvements
serving a corridor with
<=15-minute headways
• Transit corridor
infrastructure and
operational
improvements
• High-capacity
transportation

*Based on jurisdictions’ methodology for evaluating Level of Service.

4. Equity
Background
Integrating equity into transportation decision-making has been identified as a Council priority. A recent
study by Williams et al., 2019 2 entitled “Integrating Equity into MPO Project Prioritization,” explored
documents from 35 Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) across the county to gain insight into
their project prioritization process. Their primary findings:
•
•

Prioritization practices vary significantly between MPOs.
The broader local context and the MPO’s unique planning environment and role influence the
approaches used.

2

Williams, K.M., Kramer, J., Keita, Y, Enomah, L.D., and Boyd, T., 2019. Integrating Equity into MPO Prioritization. Center for
Transportation, Equity, Decisions, and Dollars (CTEED). [https://ctedd.uta.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/kris_final.pdf].
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•

Public involvement is imperative during these processes.

A study by Wennink, A. and Krapp, A., 2020 3, titled Equity-Oriented Performance Measures in
Transportation Planning, stresses that “it is important to have a clear understanding of what is meant by
transportation equity."
Understanding the Definition of Equity in the Thurston Region
TRPC staff developed a transportation priorities survey to collect direct public input from the
community. The survey invited participation from all members of the Thurston region. The survey
included demographic questions so that respondents’ answers can be correlated to various
demographic characteristics, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Household income.
Race and ethnicity.
Whether a person has a disability affecting their mobility.
Whether a person has trouble finding a job or a better paying job due to their transportation
barriers (job barriers).
Whether a person has trouble getting to the places they need to go (transportation barriers).

To further our region’s efforts on equity, TRPC’s Transportation Priorities community survey provided a
definition of equity to the community and solicited input on an equity goal.
Equity Definition
Everyone has their own idea of what equity means to them. Sometimes, equity can be confused with
equality. Here's what we mean when we use those words:
•
•

Equality means each individual or group of people is given the same resources or
opportunities.
Equity recognizes that each person has different circumstances and allocates the resources
and opportunities needed to reach an equal outcome.

Equity Goal:
TRPC would like to set a goal for making equity a greater part of transportation planning. How
strongly do you agree or disagree with the following goal?
Provide equitable transportation access and service for people of all ages, races and ethnicities,
incomes, abilities, English language proficiencies, or other demographic characteristics as
appropriate for the community’s land use characteristics (urban, suburban, and rural).
Equity Goal Survey Results
In general, survey respondents supported the Equity Goal across all demographics. The highest support
was from households with incomes less than $35,000, and residents with barriers to jobs.

3

Wennick, A., and Krapp, A., 2020. Equity-Oriented Performance Measures in Transportation Planning. American Planning
Association. [https://planning-org-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/publication/download_pdf/PAS-MEMO-2020-03-04rev.pdf]
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How strongly do you agree or disagree with the Equity Goal?
All Respondents (includes student survey responses)

13%

Respondents of Color

18%

Respondents with a Household Income less than $35,000

11%

Respondents who have Transportation Barriers

13%

Respondents who have Job Barriers

13%

Respondents who have a Disability Affecting Mobility

16%
0%

Disagree or Strongly disagree

16%

71%

15%

67%

14%

76%

14%

73%

11%

76%

16%
25%

Neutral or No Opinion

69%
50%

75%

100%

Agree or Strongly Agree

Types of Equity
The Wennick and Krapp study also summarized that “The most common definitions equate
transportation equity with the fair distribution of benefits and burdens of transportation projects, plans,
policies, and processes.” They further state that transportation equity can be classified into three
different types based on how fairness is assessed:
•
•
•

Procedural equity, which is focused on the degree of involvement of diverse public stakeholders
in the processes by which transportation decisions are made.
Geographic equity, which is focused on the distribution of impacts across geography and space.
Social equity, which is focused on the distribution across population groups that can be equal or
differ by income, social class, and mobility ability.

Increasing Procedural Equity:
To increase public involvement in TRPC’s project selection process, TRPC’s Transportation Priorities
community survey asked the question:
Thurston Regional Planning Council distributes money from the federal government through
grants for transportation studies, projects, and programs. Because of federal rules, this money
can only be used in certain ways. Please mark how important the following types of studies,
projects, and programs are to you.
Survey Results for Underserved Populations
Public input was sought on a wide range of project types, grouped into Project Priority categories, as
shown in Table 7. TRPC analyzed survey results based on demographic information to identify
traditionally underserved populations, using the definition:
Underserved population

An “Underserved population” or “traditionally underserved population” generally refers to a broad
category that includes:
• minority populations; and
• low-income populations.
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But may also include many other demographic categories that face challenges engaging with the
transportation process and reaping equitable benefits, such as children, older adults, and persons with
disabilities.
The survey revealed that underserved populations’ responses are similar to results for all respondents,
suggesting that priorities do not greatly vary among different demographic groups within the Thurston
Region. Although there is generally strong support for all project types funded by TRPC, the following
project types rank in the top 5 for 3 or more underserved population groups (highlighted in green):
•
•

Planning and Studies with public involvement.
Safety.
o
o
o

•

Make intersections safer.
Make crossing the street safer.
Make bus stops more convenient and safer for bus riders, especially for people with
disabilities

Maintenance

o Increase road maintenance (fix pavement/potholes)
• Active Transportation
o Add sidewalks and safe street crossings to existing streets

All Respondents

Respondents who have a
Disability Affecting
Mobility

Respondents who have
Job Barriers

Project

Respondents who have
Transportation Barriers

Green = Top 5 Projects as related to the list above

Respondents with a
Household Income less
than $35,000

Percentages are based on the percent of
respondents who indicated a project was
“Somewhat Important” or “Very Important”

Respondents of Color

Table 7. Survey Results for Underserved Populations on Project Priorities.

Planning and Studies
Conduct planning studies, with public involvement,
that address current and future transportation
challenges

93%

95%

96%

97%

96%

95%

Make intersections safer

96%

93%

96%

94%

96%

97%

Make crossing the street safer

95%

94%

96%

93%

96%

96%

Make bus stops more convenient and safer for bus
riders, especially for people with disabilities

93%

94%

97%

96%

94%

93%

88%

86%

83%

77%

89%

89%

Safety

Efficiency
Add turning lanes or center lanes
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All Respondents

Respondents who have a
Disability Affecting
Mobility

Respondents who have
Job Barriers

Respondents who have
Transportation Barriers

Project

Respondents with a
Household Income less
than $35,000

Green = Top 5 Projects as related to the list above

Respondents of Color

Percentages are based on the percent of
respondents who indicated a project was
“Somewhat Important” or “Very Important”

Invest in new transportation technologies
(improved traffic signals, real-time travel
information)

88%

88%

86%

84%

89%

90%

Invest in projects that reduce the need to travel,
such as encouraging working from home

79%

83%

80%

84%

79%

81%

Increase road maintenance (fix pavement/potholes)

94%

96%

94%

90%

97%

97%

Replace transit vehicles or bus stop shelters

78%

87%

87%

87%

83%

80%

Improve roads that are detour routes to Interstate 5
(I-5)

91%

88%

86%

85%

93%

91%

Improve roads that are more likely to be impacted
by hazards such as flooding or landslides

92%

93%

92%

87%

94%

93%

Complete missing roads/street connections

86%

84%

86%

84%

87%

83%

Help improve water quality and/or fish habitat by
fixing places where roads and bridges impact
natural areas

91%

96%

95%

95%

92%

93%

Add sidewalks and safe street crossings to existing
streets

93%

96%

96%

95%

95%

95%

Add bike lanes to existing streets

78%

88%

87%

86%

78%

83%

Complete the regional trail network

82%

87%

86%

90%

82%

87%

Invest in school/public awareness programs to
reduce travel trips and increase safety

78%

87%

84%

80%

79%

80%

Maintenance

Resiliency

Active Transportation

Geographic Equity: Distributing Funding Across the region
TRPC has a long-standing practice of distributing funding for transportation projects to all communities
in the Thurston Region. Examples of this include specific funding targets for rural and urban
communities and fostering partnerships with Thurston County and the smaller south county cities and
towns and Tribal partners.
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Social Equity: Understanding Project Benefits and Burdens
Another aspect to integrating equity into project prioritization is to evaluate the benefits and burdens of
projects to marginalized populations. Table 8 supplies some examples of those transportation project
benefits and burdens.
Table 8. Examples of Transportation Benefits and Burdens
Transportation Benefits
Increased access to social, educational, and economic
opportunities
Increased access to high-quality mobility options
Travel time savings
Cost savings
Congestion mitigation
Reduction of pollution
Improved connectivity within communities
Opportunities for physical activity through active
transportation modes
Reduction in traffic injuries and fatalities
Local hiring and job training for jobs in construction,
maintenance, and operations

Transportation Burdens
Reduced access to essential opportunities and services
Restricted or no access to high quality transportation
Long/increased travel times
Financial burdens
Traffic congestion
Increased pollution
Physical division of communities
Creation of barriers to bicycling and walking
Exposure to traffic-related safety risks
Vulnerability to climate impacts
Inequitable enforcement

Equity Criteria
TRPC will use a three-tiered approach to integrate equity into the Call for Projects update process:
1. Public Involvement Score
a. Projects that rank in the top 5 for 3 or more underserved population groups, 1 point.
b. All other projects, 0 points.
2. Geographic Equity Score – geographic equity will be achieved through funding minimums and
caps.
3. Social Equity Score
a. Projects that have a demonstrated benefit for an underserved population, either by
geographic proximity (for example a school route sidewalk project for a school with a
high proportion of students receiving free and reduced lunch), or a targeted program
(for example dial-a-lift vehicles), Additional 1 point.
b. Projects that place a disproportionate burden on an underserved population, -1.
Examples can be found in Table 8.
Tables 9 shows how proposals submitted to TRPC will be evaluated and ranked under the criteria.
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Table 9: Project Criteria Ranking for Equity
Base Points
Disproportionate Burden
-1 Point
Projects that have a
disproportionate burden on
an underserved population,
regardless of project type

Bonus Point
Priority Projects for Underserved
Populations
1 Point

All other Projects – add bullets
0 Points
Efficiency
•Add turning lanes or center lanes
•Invest in new transportation technologies
(improved traffic signals, real-time travel
information)
•Invest in projects that reduce the need to
travel, such as encouraging working from home
Maintenance
•Replace transit vehicles or bus stop shelters
Resiliency
•Improve roads that are detour routes to
Interstate 5 (I-5)
•Improve roads that are more likely to be
impacted by hazards such as flooding or
landslides
•Complete missing roads/street connections
•Help improve water quality and/or fish habitat
by fixing places where roads and bridges impact
natural areas
Active Transportation
•Add bike lanes to existing streets
•Complete the regional trail network
Invest in school/public awareness programs to
reduce travel trips and increase safety

Planning and Studies with public
involvement
Safety
•Make intersections safer
•Make crossing the street safer
•Make bus stops more convenient and safer
for bus riders, especially for people with
disabilities
Maintenance
•Increase road maintenance (fix pavement)
Active Transportation
•Add sidewalks and safe street crossings to
existing streets

* Other projects not listed in this table will be evaluated at time of review
** Bonus point can be applied to any project type. A maximum of two points is possible.
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Bonus Point: Demonstrated Benefit
+1 Point
Projects that have a demonstrated
benefit for an underserved population

III.

Funding Set Asides and Caps

Funding Set-Asides
A set aside is a Council approved funding category that is established prior to issuing the Call for
Projects. It is an earmark to solicit and fund specific types of desired project priorities and policies. For
example, in a past process, the region’s Transportation Policy Board established a-set aside to fund the
construction of the Bridging the Gap Project of the Chehalis Western Trail. The region also created a
CMAQ grant program set-aside to attract partnership projects. The multi-agency Smart Corridors project
was funded through this set-aside.
In 2022, the TPB did not recommend a funding set-aside for the Council’s consideration. However,
future Calls for Projects may include one or more set-asides.

Funding Cap
A funding cap recognizes the jurisdictions’ varying capabilities to develop plans, grant applications, and
manage their federally awarded projects. A cap can help balance the project selection process to fund
both larger and smaller jurisdictions’ grant proposals that advance regional goals. These strategies also
allow regional policymakers to award funding across the various jurisdictions over several funding
cycles.
For 2022, the TPB recommends the Council implement a funding cap that will span the 2022, 2024, and
2026 Call for Projects funding cycles. This funding cap would apply to both the STBG and Transportation
Alternatives grant programs. The flexible funding is not factored into the Funding Cap as this could be
awarded to proposals located in the Urban Small and Rural areas. In addition, the funding cap will only
apply to projects awarded for implementation in the Urban Medium area.
Specifically, the funding cap stipulates that no one applicant can receive more than 33 percent of the
estimated funding available in the first two Calls for Projects, over a three-Call cycle. This means that the
maximum STBG awarded to one applicant cannot exceed $3,759,100 over the combined 2022 and 2024
Call for Project cycles. However, this cap would not apply to any applicants who are co-applicants to a a
multi-agency project proposal. Figure 3 shows the estimated funding cap that would be in effect for the
2022 and 2024 Call for Projects.
In 2024, TRPC will recalculate the 2024 Funding Cap to account for changes in funding levels based on
the region’s annual allocation and the status of project programming and obligations.

Figure 3. Funding Cap for Urban Medium Category for the 2022 Call for Projects.
Urban Medium – 33% of Calls 1 & 2 Funding combined
STBG
Transportation Alternatives

$3,759,100
$495,400
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